
Trees in Alexandra Gardens in   danger of severe cutting –   act now to save them!  

Following an insurance claim, Cambridge City Council has recommended to undertake major treeworks to 
three London plane trees in Alexandra Gardens, bordering Carlyle Road. 

If you have not received notification of this from the council, through your letterbox, let us know.

A property across the road from the trees shows cracks in some walls and 
the  council  states,  that  “evidence  submitted  and  considered,  has 
determined that the London plane trees growing in Alexandra Gardens are 
a cause”. 

But the council documents report the cracks as being only 1mm wide. 

Many  of  you  were  angered  by  the  council’s  original  proposals  last 
September,  which included the felling of all  three trees. The strength of 
opposition to those proposals caused the council to withdraw them in order 
to  investigate  the  matter  better.  Their latest  recommendation  is  up  for 
public consultation until 28th February.

The  Alexandra  Gardens  Tree  Group  committee  acting  on  behalf  of 
everyone  who  does  not  want  these  trees  mutilated,  commissioned  a 
report by an arboricultural consultant who says that the trees planted in 

1905  and  fully  mature  by  the  1960s,  are  a  pre-existing  condition  and 
unlikely to be the cause of this latest cracking. 

The house and trees have had a trouble free coexistence for over a century.

Using the same data available to the council, we arrived at very different conclusions. Our analysis suggests 
that  a  mismatch  in  the  foundations  between  the  original  Victorian  house  and  a  modern  extension  in 
conjunction with seasonal movement typical of houses built on clay soil as the reason for the appearance of  
cracks. The evidence is compelling and  has been provided to the council to help them fight this case. 
They  don't  seem to  be  considering  it.   We urge  them strongly  to  contest  the  aggressive  demands of 
insurance companies rather than meekly accepting them at huge cost to the community.

An independent insurance broker acting on behalf of the house owners threatens to underpin the property 
and seek damages from the council unless the trees are cut back by what 
appears to be 70% by volume, of their crowns. The council warns treework 
will  involve “the shortening of all main branch structure and removal of all 
foliage” Both courses of action seem wholly disproportionate considering 
standard guidelines (Building Research Establishment) advise that cracks of 
this size should simply be repaired at minor cost.

No written estimates for the work or the cost to underpin the property 
have been seen.

These trees are enjoyed by hundreds of us who visit  the park or walk or 
cycle past  it  daily.  With an acknowledged value of  £115,000 to  £140,000 
each, the cost of irreparably disfiguring these trees of such exceptional value 
in terms of visual amenity, local character and historic significance is too high 
a price to pay for cracks said to be only 1mm wide. 

Please email your objections to:  treesconsultations@cambridge.gov.uk
or:  Alistair  Wilson,  Green  Spaces  Officer,  Cambridge  City  Council,  Mandela  House,  4  Regent  Street, 
Cambridge CB2 1BY.    *** Please w  rite in   AGAIN   even if you wrote in last year   ***

When emailing make sure to include your full name & postal address.  The deadline is 28th February!!

There is to be a public meeting at St Luke’s Church hall, Victoria Road on the 28th from 7 – 9pm.

All information is on our website www.alexandragardens.org. Or contact via alexgardenstrees@gmail.com
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